Information Pack
Hack for Digital Healthcare:
20-22 and 28-29 November 2020
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What’s in this information pack?
• Agenda for 20-22 and 28-29 November
• Using the virtual venues – IBM’s CloudTheatre and MS Teams
• Code of Conduct and Terms and Conditions
• Problems to solve
• Getting to know your team
• Pitch guide and solution template
• The judges
• Our partners: Telstra Dev, Microsoft, IBM and Hackathons International
• Social media guide

• More about Telstra Health
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Agenda
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Agenda overview
Time (AEDT)

Friday 20 November:
Opening night

9:00

Saturday 21 November:
Day one

Sunday 22 November:
Day two

Saturday 28 November:
Day three

Hack opens

Hack opens

Hack opens

Teams check-in

Teams check-in

Teams check-in

Sunday 29 November:
Pitches and judging
Hack opens +
Pitch practice begins

10:00
11:00

Tools down, judges arrive:
Final pitches begin

12:00
13:00

Lunchtime presentation

Lunchtime presentation

Final pitches

14:00

Judging process
Closing remarks and
winners announced

15:00
16:00

Teams check-in

Teams check-in

Teams check-in

Networking

17:00
Opening speeches +
18:00 problem pitches

Hack venue closes

19:00 Team formations
20:00 Close
21:00

Hack closes

Hack closes

Hack closes

Important notes:
• Opening and closing times indicate when the organisers will be available. Venues are open all the hackathon.
We ask teams to do what works best for them and to look after your wellbeing over the two weekends. We
ask you to have fun and collaborate in the spirit of the hackathon. We are also aware people will be spread
across the country with different time zones, so please communicate your availability with your team.
• You will receive calendar invites to the hackathon venue and collaboration platforms, as well as separate
invites to the lunchtime presentations, which are optional to attend but a great way to learn more about digital
health and other related skills that might help with your solution.
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Opening night: Friday 20 November
Time (AEDT)

Agenda item

18:00

Welcome + opening ceremony:
Including remarks from Telstra Health CFO; overview of Hack for Digital Healthcare; explanation of how the two weekends will proceed

18:30

Detailed problem pitches:
By each Problem Owner

19:00

Team formations:
Organisers will assist with match making participants with problems to forms teams

19:45

Opportunity for Q&A

20:00

Opening night closes
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Day one: Saturday 21 November
Time (AEDT)

Agenda item

Venue opens:
9:00 Organisers arrive. Help Desk opens. Team forming continues aided by organisers. Hacking commences
Teams check in:
11:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
11:15 Fun activity with all
11:30 Hacking and team forming continues
Lunchtime presentation: Remote IoT alerts by Michelle Howie (Telstra Developer) and DeveloperSteve (IBM)
13:00-14:00 This presentation will be in the MS Teams platform, but presenters will be available in CloudTheatre before/after.
Teams check in:
16:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
16:15 Hacking continues and the aim is for teams to be mostly formed by now
Hack closes:
21:00 Organisers leave. Venue stays open. Strongly recommended teams retire for the night.
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Day two: Sunday 22 November
Time (AEDT)

Agenda item

Venue opens:
9:00 Organisers arrive. Help Desk opens. Hacking commences
Teams check in:
11:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
11:15 Fun activity with all
11:30 Hacking continues; mentors available till the afternoon
Lunchtime presentation: Cyber security in health and aged care by Will Sharpe (Telstra Health)
13:00-14:00 This presentation will be in the MS Teams platform, but presenter will be available in CloudTheatre before/after
Teams check in:
16:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
16:15 Hacking continues
Hack closes:
21:00 Organisers leave. Venue stays open. Strongly recommended teams retire for the night.
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Day three: Saturday 28 November
Time (AEDT)

Agenda item

Venue opens:
9:00 Organisers arrive. Help Desk opens. Hacking commences
Teams check in:
11:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
11:15 Fun activity with all
11:30 Hacking continues; mentors available till the afternoon – including pitch mentoring
Teams check in:
16:00 All teams send a representative to do a short update on: What are you working on? What do you still need to do? What help do you need?
16:15 Hacking continues
Hack closes:
21:00 Organisers leave. Venue stays open. Strongly recommended teams retire for the night.
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Pitches and judging: Sunday 29 November
Time (AEDT)

Agenda item

Venue opens:
9:00 Organisers arrive. Help Desk opens. Pitch practice begins.
Tools down + judges arrived + final pitches begin:
12:00 Short address and introduction of judges plus explain the pitching and judging process before pitches begin
14:00 Judging process begins; break for everyone else
15:00 Closing remarks and winners announced
16:00 Networking
Venue closes:
18:00 That’s a wrap!
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Using the virtual
venues
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Accessing and using the online platforms
H4DH is taking place 100% online, so we have set up two virtual workspaces for you to participate
in: Microsoft Teams and IBM’s CloudTheatre.

Accessing the platforms:
•

MS Teams: you will receive a separate email from Microsoft Teams to log-in to the platform,
which has been custom-made for the event.
➢ Being in two MS Teams accounts at once: As we are using a completely new instance of
MS Teams, if you use an existing instance of MS Teams (e.g., for Telstra Health employees the
@health.telstra instance) you’ll find that MS Single Sign On may be being a bit of a pain about
letting you be signed into two separate MS Teams instances at once. A solution for that is to go
to https://teams.microsoft.com/ and sign into one MS Teams instance then sign into the other
MS Teams in the desktop app. If prompted (see image on right), decline MS Teams’ offer
to let your organisation manage the H4DH in the desktop app.

•

IBM’s CloudTheatre: this is also a custom-designed space and can be accessed at the following
link from the time it opens at 6pm (AEDT) on Friday 20 November: https://live.remo.co/e/h4dh

Updating your profile:

Please make sure your username and profile picture are the same on both MS Teams and
CloudTheater. You will be moving between the two frequently and it will make your hackathon
experience (and the experience of your fellow participants) much easier.
If you need help updating your username or profile, please reach out to the organisers.
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IBM’s CloudTheatre as virtual venue
CloudTheater is an instance of Remo provided by
our partner IBM, which will be used over the two
weekends as a real-time video communication and
collaboration tool. We will host all gatherings,
except for the lunchtime sessions, in CloudTheatre.
The first floor of the venue will be a dedicated help
and info space, where you can find the organisers,
mentors and other key people.
We recommend using the venue for finding your
team and interacting as much as you would at an
in-person event. We also recommend holding most
of your team meetings in here, on your problemspecific floor, which allows other hackathon
participants to drop by and help out as needed.
The whiteboard feature is also a great tool for those
planning discussions and brainstorming sessions.

For more information about the venue and getting
set up, read / watch the official tutorials, the product
demo, the event guide for Remo attendees plus the
video to the right.
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IBM’s CloudTheatre as virtual venue
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CloudTheatre floor split for problems
Floor

High level summary plus problem owner

1

Common floor – help and info space:
Everyone will gather here for check-ins, group activities and to access the help desk, where you’ll find the organisers, mentors,
plus other representatives over the two weekends, such as Telstra Health’s Recruitment team, lunchtime presenters and the
Hackathons International partners
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Problem #1: Early infectious disease detection in residential aged care facilities
Problem owner: David Stretch, Telstra Health
AND
Problem #2: Assessing infectious disease (e.g. COVID-19) threat levels to Aged Care facilities
Problem owner: David Stretch, Telstra Health

3

Problem #3: Post-consultation patient summaries
Problem owner: Ross Hadfield, WeKo

4

Problem #4: MedBook
Problem owner: Dr Shahed Kamal

5

Problem #5: Caredevo – Chain of Care
Problem owner: Dr Reno Riandito, MD

6

Problem #6: Optimising care and planning in aged care – an IOT solution
Problem owner: Nitha Prakash, Psych Press

7

Problem #7: Improving skin lesion diagnosis
Problem owner: Ivan Chua, Lecturer in Emerging Technologies
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MS Teams as a collaboration tool
Thanks to Microsoft, we have a new and dedicated
MS Teams instance to use for H4DH which will be
used as a collaboration tool to solve the problems.
If you’re completely new to MS Teams, we recommend
the official Getting Started Guide and watching the
video on the right. There is also a range of resources
available in MS Teams itself.
For the hackathon, we recommend using MS Teams
as a real-time and asynchronous text + video
communication and collaboration tool to produce the
solution. We’ll be hosting the lunchtime sessions in
MS Teams and this is where you can also find
announcements, files and other templates from the
organisers.
NB: Not all apps within MS Teams will be available as
some require existing accounts and others require a
higher tier subscription than we have for this Teams
instance. See organisers with any questions you have.
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MS Teams as the collaboration tool
• We have set up MS Teams to have a main Team plus
Channels that all participants will access as they initially
enter.
• Each team that forms around a problem will have their own
Team plus Channels to work out of. We have chosen this
set-up, so you’ll have separate access to the apps
available. It is up to each team how they want to set up
their Team in terms of Channels. If you need any help just
reach to the organisers/mentors.
• You add apps to the top bar of a Channel so you can
easily collaborate with your fellow hackers.
• Each Channel operates like a social media feed where you
can post various types of content. It’s important to keep
this design pattern in mind as Channel feeds do not
function like the feeds of other team collaboration tools you
may be familiar with (e.g., Slack, Discord) which are more
akin to the online forums/group chat design pattern.
• You can comment to start a discussion on any piece of
content in the main Team/Channels. And you can
@mention Channels as well team members in comments
and this will alert them.
• You can directly chat/have a call with 1 or more people at
the event just by searching their username.
• Check out the excellent Help resources in MS Teams to
explore the features in more details.
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The Main Team plus Channels
Channel

Purpose

General

General discussion.
For ‘random chat’, please head to the Water Cooler channel.

Announcements

The place for important event-wide information.
Only organisers can post in here, but participants can reply to posts.

Ask A Mentor

Mentors will hang out in this channel so participants can connect with them here.

Ask Us Anything

Your one-stop-shop for help at the hackathon.
There will always be at least one organiser monitoring this channel so head here to connect with us (or head to the
Help Desk in CloudTheater if it’s urgent)

Final Presentations

A channel all about the final presentations.
Feel free to share tips and tricks with each other. Organisers will also be posting in here about final presentations.

The Meme Event

Did you know you can make memes in MS Teams? Well you can. We are going to have a meme contest during the
hackathon. Stay tuned for more details…

Water Cooler

A place for random chats and pictures of cats (or dogs, or fish, or turtles... you get the idea).
Come here to avoid doing the thing you really cannot be bothered doing right now. Also, may be the home of a
photo sharing contest at one stage.

zz Example Channel

A channel set up as a demo of what you can do with a channel in terms making it your workspace. No one can post
(or comment) apart from organisers
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Code of Conduct and
Terms & Conditions
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Code of Conduct
Thanks for coming along to Hack for Digital Healthcare - we’re so glad you could make it!
By joining #H4DH, it means you agree to abide by our Code of Conduct. All attendees are bound by this Code, whether they be partners, hackers,
organisers or judges.
This Code is aligned to the Telstra Health Values to make the complex simple, trust each other to deliver, show you care, find your courage and be better
together.
Making the complex simple
In many ways, this is the fundamental purpose of a hackathon – to help solve complex problems for the benefit of others. This should be considered more as
a guiding principle for the hackathon overall, to ensure we are all working toward the same goal.
Trust each other, show you care and be better together
You’re most likely going to be working in a team of people you’re meeting for the first time and spending a lot of (virtual) time together over the two
weekends. We’d suggest taking time to know your fellow teammates to really make the most of the experience. (We will try to facilitate this through fun
activities too.) You’ll work better together as a team by understanding and recognising each other’s skills and strengths. Trust in each other, be open to ideas
and listen, while also consulting with your team before acting. Having this people-centred approach will not only help your team work together, but also help
you form connections to create a valuable network, that may be of use even when the hackathon has finished.
It’s important to treat each other with respect, care, courtesy and kindness. There will be zero tolerance for any form of harassment or discrimination. If you
suspect harassment, discrimination or retaliation, please promptly contact the organisers (h4dh@health.telstra.com).
Find your courage
Hackathons are a wonderful opportunity to learn, ask questions and to take chances - so, don’t be afraid to do just that! There are no wrong questions or
answers when it comes to innovation – it’s all about creating and testing new ideas. As the saying goes, “There is no such thing as failure, only learning
experiences.” We encourage you to use the opportunity to take a risk, be creative and experiment.
Be mindful of others too and ask if they need help – perhaps your teammates need assistance on an element of the solution, or maybe another team needs
your skillset, if you’re able to offer your time. It’s simple to do, but it creates a powerful sense of genuine collaboration and community spirit.
We’re here to help!
We want you to have a great time, so please chat to the organisers at any point and we will help you have the best experience possible.
If you have any questions, please reach out: h4dh@health.telstra.com. Have fun and happy hacking!
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Participant Terms
The event (the Hackathon) is conducted by Telstra Health Pty Ltd (ABN 33 051 775 556) (we, us or our). Some of our industry partners (Partners) and
volunteer judges (Judges) will also be involved in the Hackathon, and may provide material for use during the Hackathon.
Participation in the Hackathon is subject to these terms and to Telstra’s privacy statement telstra.com.au/privacy/ (together the Terms). By participating in
the Hackathon you agree to be bound by the Terms.
Your participation in the Hackathon

Your active participation in the Hackathon is vital to helping make the event a success. In participating in the Hackathon, we ask that you:
• give your all for the Friday night and the weekend sessions;
• play nicely with your fellow team members and other Hackathon attendees (Participants);
• do all that you can to make sure your solution and your pitch is the best it can be; and
• comply with our directions with respect to your health and safety during the Hackathon.
Use only your own ideas and material

Any ideas or materials that you use for the purposes of the Hackathon (Your Material) must:
• be something in which you own all intellectual property rights or are licensed to use for the purposes of the Hackathon; and
• not be subject to any law or obligation that prohibited their use for the purposes of the Hackathon.
Intellectual property
You will retain ownership of Your Material. However, we may use Your Material for the purposes of conducting and promoting the Hackathon.
Neither you nor us, our Partners or Judges are, because of the Hackathon or participation in it:

• precluded from using any ideas, concepts, expression, know-how, skills and experience possessed by before or developed or learned during the course of
the Hackathon;
• obliged to enter into any agreement with any other person; or
• precluded from entering into an agreement or discussion with any other person.
If you are taking part in the Hackathon as a representative of your employer, nothing in these Terms will override your obligations under your agreement with
your employer, including in relation to ownership of intellectual property or confidentiality.
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Participant Terms (cont.)
Keeping things confidential
During the Hackathon you may receive information (Confidential Information) that is confidential to us, our Partners, other Participants or the Judges
(each a discloser). You must keep the Confidential Information confidential, and not use or disclose it except for the purposes of the Hackathon or with the
consent of the discloser. You must destroy all copies of that Confidential Information within 14 days of a request by a discloser.
Privacy

We may share your contact details with our Partners and the Judges, who may use your contact details to contact you about the Hackathon, or any matter
arising out of or in relation to the Hackathon. We may use your name and picture in accounts of the Hackathon or promotion of future Hackathons.
Liability
You acknowledge that you are participating in the Hackathon voluntarily and at your own risk. To the extent permitted by law, you release us, our Partners
and the Judges from any liability for any loss, injury or damage that you may suffer or incur arising from your participation in the Hackathon.
Governing law
These terms are governed by the laws of the State of New South Wales, Australia.
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Problems to solve
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#1: Early infectious disease detection in
residential aged care facilities (floor 2)
Problem owner: David Stretch, Telstra Health
Sector / subject area: Aged care
What is the problem?
COVID-19 is an obvious current example of
infectious disease spreading rapidly within
residential aged care facilities with serious health
risks to residents. Influenza is a similar infectious
disease that poses ongoing risks to residents of
residential facilities.
We want to be able to detect early symptoms of
infectious disease within the facility for prompt
action in a way that doesn’t impose more workload
on already busy staff and is safe for both staff and
residents.
Additional resource.

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

Improved health outcomes and improved quality of
life for residents. Catching something like a
COVID-19 outbreak in an aged care facility early is
the difference between bad and horrific outcomes

The ability for a resident to take clinical reading
themselves and submit these readings for review
may assist.

Staff are already pushed to the limit and easing the
burden placed on them will not only improve the
level of care they can provide to residents but will
also improve their own physical and mental health.

Machine learning / statistical methods may be
able to provide a “second set of eyes on the
observations”. More info here.
There are likely to be other benefits gained
outside the focus on infectious disease through
regular health surveillance of the residents. (e.g.
anomaly detection)
Some alternative methods of monitoring the
residents for infectious disease, include, for
example:
• Thermal cameras
• Changes in voice tone / sleeping sounds.
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#2: Assessing infectious disease (e.g. COVID19) threat levels to aged care facilities (floor 2)
Problem owner: David Stretch, Telstra Health
Sector / subject area: Aged care, infectious
disease
What is the problem?
COVID-19 is an obvious current example of
infectious disease spreading rapidly within
residential aged care facilities with serious health
risks to residents. Influenza is a similar infectious
disease that poses ongoing risks to residents of
residential facilities.
We want to be able to determine if an aged care
facility is at an increased risk of seeing an outbreak
by using data on the surrounding infection rates
and the exposure risk of staff and visitors to
infection.

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

We know that an outbreak of any infectious
disease causes severe outcomes for the residents,
whether it be direct infection of residents or the
decreased care brought about by staff being
absent with illness.

Maybe a machine learning model based on
publicly available prevalence of disease within
the surrounding community to allow suitable
infection control mechanisms to be used.

There are major benefits to stopping outbreaks
before they happen WITHOUT having to have
every care facility go into high alert once an
outbreak is declared in a state/country.

• More info here.

• More info here.
Another idea: anonymous data collection from
staff and visitors to ascertain threat level based
on regions outside of the one surrounding the
facility and build this into the predictions.

Additional resource.
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#3: Post-consultation patient summaries (floor
3)
Problem owner: Ross Hadfield, WeKo
Sector / subject area: GP and specialist clinics –
patient doctor consultations
What is the problem?
After leaving a medical consultation, I often forget
or have misunderstood what my doctor has said
and recommended I do for my healthcare.
In a perfect world, a doctor would spend 10
minutes at the end of each appointment writing out
a summary of everything they had spoken to the
patient about. Or the entire consultation would be
recorded and made available to the patient
afterwards (like you would a presentation at a
conference).
We do not live in that perfect world as there are
real time and security issues standing in the way.

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

As a patient you often are receiving quite detailed
and complex information from your doctor that you
do not want to forget once you’ve arrived home.

Effective information capture is a solved problem
in other industries with well-known technologies.
Potential solutions we have considered are:

It is a massive problem globally, and with an aging • Natural Language Processing from audio
population, it is only going to grow. As a doctor, you
recordings e.g. Microsoft voice to text services
often don’t have a lot of time with each patient
• Integrating existing appointment and patient
(especially in the case of GPs) and you want to
history to construct a template that a doctor
make sure that the information you’ve given your
could add to, e.g. Telstra Health practice
patient is able to be retained after the appointment.
management systems
Increasing transparency will reduce
• Algorithms to enable smart pre-fills/ predictive
miscommunication and misunderstanding during
text based on existing patient information to
medical consultations leading to better outcomes.
speed up doctor note taking

• SMS services for notes delivery, e.g. Telstra
Messaging API
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#4: MedBook (floor 4)
Problem owner: Dr Shahed Kamal
Sector / subject area: Hospitals, communication
tools
What is the problem?
Due to the restrictions COVID-19 has placed on
people being able to visit their family members in
hospital we’ve seen a dramatic surge in the
amount of time hospital staff are spending fielding
phone calls for updates about patients. For those
patients who don’t have access to other
communication methods (e.g. own smartphone)
visits were the only way their family members could
check in on them. Calling the ward is now the only
option left for many people and that is placing huge
time demands on staff who were already time poor
to begin with.
On the other hand, it can be difficult for anxietystricken families of patients admitted in the hospital
to receive regular updates, especially with the
introduction of restricted visiting hours.

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

While working as a junior doctor, I have seen family
members constantly calling the wards for updates
about their loved ones. I also observe the amount
of pressure this creates for the hospital staff. I
believe having a platform that enables the staff to
given regular update at a timely manner to family
members, will make the experience better for both
parties, by reducing the energy and time spent on
the communication.

A social media like web and mobile platform
which provides a patient profile and feed with the
patients progress and updates during the
hospital stay. A secure feed with access to the
patient, their chosen family member and
healthcare staff looking after the patient. The
feed will include non-medical updates and
include a feature of requesting medical update
from the medical team when the patient or the
family members wishes for one. Below is a
preliminary design of how I envision the patient
feed.

The information that family members receive as
visitor isn’t actually sensitive nor are family
member looking for detailed medical information
when they call up to check in on a patient. The
information they are looking for is more of a
general status update. For that reason I think it’s
actually not a hard problem to solve as the security
aspects are quite minimal.
Whilst COVID-19 has brought this problem into
sharp focus, the ability for family members to
check up on patients in hospital has been a long
standing issue and will continue to be so after
COVID-19 has passed. There is undoubtedly an
unrecognised demand from friends and family to
be able to check in on patients with more
frequency than they are currently able to.
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#5: Caredevo – Chain of Care (floor 5)
Problem owner: Dr Reno Riandito, MD
Sector / subject area: Primary care, patientcentred medical home, Collaborative care and
community aged care
What is the problem?

As a GP, we are still chasing and being chased for
documents by other service providers, e.g.
specialists, allied health, pharmacists, etc.
Document sharing is still manual. Service to patient
is delayed and disturbed due to data discrepancy.
Some services, e.g. Emergency Department,
ambulance service, and after-hour service do not
have access to a patient’s current health
information.

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

Patients with complex care needs – e.g. elderly
living in community – rely heavily on their GP and
Aged Care Service Provider. They do not access
electronic health records. Therefore, the GP needs
to work as a team with other service providers: the
Aged Care Service Provider, allied health,
specialists, community pharmacist, hospital,
ambulance service, palliative care team,
psychologist, district nurse service, etc.

Private Permissioned Blockchain with patient,
GP and other health service providers connected
to create a private network and share the same
documents related to the patient’s health. Any
updated documents will be shared within this
network only. Private data within the document
can only be seen by selected professionals with
patient permission. Acute care service has
access to patient information as well, only within
a specified time frame. Patients get to set and
view who has access to their medical
information.

Data synchronization between services is needed,
to ensure continuity of care and unity of service.
Data sharing also needs to meet privacy
requirements for the patient.

In summary, the issue is information silos and
different service providers have different sets of
patient data.
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#6: Optimising care and planning in aged care
– an IOT solution (floor 6)
Problem owner: Nitha Prakash, Psych Press
Sector / subject area: Aged care

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

Triangulating data like this will provide useful realtime information that can help all health
What is the problem?
professionals and agencies that are interacting with
elderly clients. It’s also a means in which family
Within aged care we are seeing an expansion of
the deployment of smart devices (wearables, room- can help plan care and engage with data in a
meaningful way. It will empower government and
based monitoring systems, etc.) to help monitor
other health agencies and providers to also map
patients. Individually these devices are good, but
we do not yet have good ways of making individual availability of services based on need.
or combined data streams available to healthcare
staff in order to improve the quality of care that
patients receive. We would like to use this data to
improve the standard of care, which dramatically
increase the rollout of smart devices to aged care
as people would see the clear benefits of doing so.
The technology is available and affordable, we just
need the right incentives to see its uptake increase.

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?
Creating an app that integrates data from all
wearables and smart devices that exist in an
aged care client home and tabulates data to then
triangulate with healthcare worker data to start
running prediction models. This would provide
alerts to the patient, family, health care
professionals and any third party service
providers to assist in care planning.
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#7: Improving skin lesion diagnosis (floor 7)
Problem owner: Ivan Chua, Lecturer in Emerging
Technologies

Why do you want to solve this problem? What
are some benefits it would have?

What do you envision as the ideal solution
for this problem?

Sector / subject area: Dermatology, skin cancer
clinics and skin cancer research

This project could potentially improve the diagnosis
confidence and accuracy for the dermatologists by
providing a second opinion and indicating the
malignancy and the changes over time. This
project will also potentially increase clinical
efficiency, improve patient awareness and provide
a cost-effective solution for Australia.

We will leverage state-of-the-art artificial
intelligence techniques on ~10,000 pathology
confirmed skin lesion images to progressively
learn the most important visual characteristics for
identifying melanoma and segmenting the skin
lesions (for tracking changes over time).

What is the problem?

Existing methods for skin lesion analysis are either
invasive or not accurate due to the complexity and
variability of skin lesions.
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Getting to know your
team
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Getting to know your team
•

Teams will form on Opening Night and most likely continue to form over the course of day 1. This is very much dependent on
your skill set and area interest to be matched with an appropriate problem. The organisers and problem owners will be available
to help facilitate this match making process.

•

We recommend spending time some time to learn more about other participants and your team. One way to facilitate this is to
complete the profile template on the next slide – this template will be available in MS Teams and we encourage you to post the
completed profile in your Team Channel.

•

Remember Hackathons International’s presentation on whether you’re a Hacker, Hipster or Hustler. This should help determine if
you have a good spread of skills and people in your team.

➢ Hacker = person who creates the prototype
➢ Hipster = person who designs the prototype
➢ Hustler = the person who sells the product
•

There’ll be plenty of opportunities for collaboration across teams, fun activities and regular check-ins

Updating your profile on MS Teams and CloudTheatre:
As mentioned in earlier slides, make sure your username and profile picture are the same on both MS Teams and CloudTheatre. You
will be moving between the two frequently and it will make your hackathon experience (and the experience of your fellow
participants) much easier.
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Preferred name
Are you a Hipster, Hacker or Hustler?

Revisit Hackathons International’s definition here.

Insert profile pic

1. Tell us a little about yourself – what you do plus one fun
fact

2. What’s a superpower skill you bring to H4DH?

3. What inspired you to join H4DH? What do you hope to
achieve?

NB: This template will be available on MS Teams to complete and post.
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Pitch guide and
solution template
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Pitches and judging
Well done (in advance) for getting to
the final pitches for #H4DH.
We want you to remember that the final
pitches are a bit of fun at the end to
show off what you and your team
achieved. It’s about the journey, not the
destination, as they say. So please,
relax, have fun and focus on the
experience overall!

The guiding principles of the hackathon will be used
by the judges to determine the winning solution,
including:
• Innovation

• Digitalisation of health and aged care
• A focus on the needs of clinicians and patients, and
• The degree of potential impact and value created for
the health and aged care sectors.

We’d suggest pitches last 10 minutes,
no longer than 15 minutes. The next
slide can be used as a guide to create
your final pitch.
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Final pitch guide – what to include
1. The problem you solved

2. The tech you’ve used

You don't need to go into detail like opening night, but
you do need to explain the problem you were solving so
the judges have the context and can understand if the
solution is appropriate. You may have switched
directions from the problem you were originally pitched –
that’s totally fine. Detail the problem you ended up
solving instead.

You have a mostly technical audience and everyone's
been working on digital health solutions, so people want
to know what you used in your solution. Just one slide
listing the technology used is fine.

3. The most exciting thing

4. What’s next?

If you could only tell someone ONE thing about your
project, what would it be? Get the audience – and the
judges – as excited as you are about the solution to the
problem! This should be the majority of your pitch.

One of the ways to explain what is great about your
project is to talk about where it could be taken next in
terms of research, development, investment or
otherwise. Dream big! Why not?
Don’t spend a lot of time on this though, this isn’t a
fundraising pitch.

Remember to list your team members!
NB: This template will be available on MS Teams to use.
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The judges
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Dr Vincent McCauley, Chief Medical Officer, Telstra
Health
As Telstra Health’s Chief Medical Officer
since July 2015, Dr Vincent McCauley
advises on areas such as eHealth, clinical
governance and ED systems and pathology.
Dr McCauley has vast clinical experience in
respiratory and emergency medicine, having
worked extensively in eHealth Standards and
is Chair of Integrating the Healthcare
Enterprise (IHE) Australia, as well as a
member of the IHE International Board. As
former President of the Medical Software
Industry Association (MSIA), Dr McCauley
was instrumental in connecting eHealth
software vendors, government bodies and
the private sector.
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Professor Trish Williams, Professor of Digital
Health Systems, Flinders University
With over 30 years’ experience in healthcare
computing, including 15 years in general
practice and pharmacy computing, Professor
Trish Williams is recognised internationally
for her digital health information security
expertise and experience in digital health
information interoperability. Professor
Williams is Cisco Chair and Professor in
Digital Health Systems at Flinders University,
Co-Director of the Flinders Digital Health
Research Centre, Director of the CiscoFlinders Digital Health Design Lab and
International Co-Chair of HL7 Security.
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Dr Nic Woods, Chief Medical Officer, Microsoft
Australia
Having over 25 years’ experience in clinical
medicine and digital health globally, Dr Nic
Woods has held diverse roles in health tech
incubators, national digital health programs
and medical executive leadership roles
within the digital health and technology
industry. In his role as Microsoft Australia’s
Chief Medical Officer, Dr Woods works to
positively impact the healthcare of all
Australians, through a thriving ecosystem of
partners and the innovative use of
technologies such as advanced analytics, AI
and medical internet of things.
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Valeria Sadovykh, Ph.D, Emerging Technology
Global Delivery Lead, PwC
Based in New York, Valeria Sadovykh is an
emerging technology leader, speaker and
scholar, with a PhD in Information Systems
from the University of Auckland and a
penchant for solving societal challenges.
Valeria has helped shaped the business
decisions of multinational corporations
across a range of industries through her
expertise on the utilisation of Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, Natural
Language Processing and Intelligent
Automation. For over 10 years, Valeria has
led strategic IT developments to solve
humanity’s social impact challenges across
IT, government, consulting and financial
services sectors.
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Learn more about our partners
Thanks to Telstra Developer for providing their
expertise to support the hackathon, as well as
running a joint workshop with IBM on Saturday
21 November – don’t miss it!

Thanks to Microsoft for providing a customdesigned MS Teams platform. We’re also lucky
to have Microsoft Australia’s Chief Medical
Officer Dr Nic Woods join as a judge.

Visit the Telstra Dev website to find APIs and IoT
devices for Developers to create awesome digital
experiences on top of Telstra’s core network.

Visit the Microsoft Healthcare website to discover
solutions to deliver personalised care, empower
care teams and improve operational outcomes.

Thanks to IBM Developer for creating a
custom-designed virtual hackathon space using
the CloudTheatre platform.

Thanks to Hackathons International for their
expertise as well as connecting us with their
large network of experienced hackers.

Visit the IBM Developer website for more than
100 open source projects, a library of knowledge
resources, developer advocates ready to help,
and a global community of developers. What will
you create?

Visit the Hackathons International website for
exclusive access to The Hacker’s Toolkit for all
H4DH participants – simply use the code H4DH.
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Social media guide
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Create some noise!
•

Follow us on social media
•

Twitter: @telstrahealth

•

LinkedIn

•

Use #H4DH in your posts

•

Post team photos (i.e. screenshots) and
other content about your activity over the
two weekends – we will be keeping on
eye on #H4DH to reshare

•

Send photos / videos / content to us to
use – email h4dh@health.telstra.com or
Laura Edwards

•

Visit telstrahealth.com/H4DH for more
info
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More about Telstra
Health
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Learn more about Telstra Health
Careers with Telstra Health

Our products and solutions

eHealth Insights newsletter

We're always on the lookout for
new talent. Join the Talent
Community to stay connected
and be informed of new
opportunities at Telstra Health.

As the largest Australian-based
provider of software productions,
solutions and platforms, discover
more about what we do.

Subscribe to our monthly
newsletter to get the latest
insights and updates.
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